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ABSTRACT
Interest is expanding in the use of sandwich constructions for structural applications.
Sandwich constructions, consisting of two thin, stiff faces separated by a thick
lightweight core, are generally known for their great efficiency in providing stiffness at
low weight. Core materials are traditionally cellular solids -- honeycombs or foams.
With the recent development of processes to manufacture foams from molten metals,
metallic foams have been proposed as a candidate for sandwich cores. Metallic foams are
attractive candidate core materials due to the ease with which they may be formed into
complex shapes, as well as their qualities of impact resistance, acoustical damping,
thermal insulation, and fire resistance.
In this study, the failure behavior of metallic foam core sandwich beams is examined.
Several different modes of failure are analyzed: face yielding, face wrinkling, core
yielding, and indentation. For the latter two modes, a multiaxial stress state in the core
must be considered. Consequently, a yield surface for metallic foams is necessary. Three
yield criteria have been proposed. The first is derived from an analysis of the failure of
an ideal foam. The other two are phenomenological -- one is based on the Drucker-
Prager criterion while the other is based on a criterion for the compaction of powders.
Axisymmetric triaxial tests are conducted to provide data for the validation of the yield
surface.
Using a valid yield criterion, equations giving the failure load for each mode are derived,
and used to generate failure mode maps for sandwich beams with metal foam cores and
plastically yielding faces. The failure map gives the dominant failure mode for a given
beam geometry and loading conditions. Beams with aluminum sheet faces and a closed-
cell aluminum foam core are tested in three point bending until failure to verify the map
and failure equations. The failure theory satisfactorily describes the experimental results.
Thesis Supervisor: Lorna J. Gibson
Title: Matoula S. Salapatas Professor of Materials Science and Engineering
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Metallic Foams
Metallic foams have been available for over 20 years. Recently developed
processes have decreased their cost, making them attractive for a range of potential
applications. Several processing techniques are available. In one, an open cell metallic
foam is created by investment casting. A ceramic mold is first formed around the voids
of an open cell polymer foam. The polymer foam is then burned out and replaced with
molten metal. After solidification, the ceramic material is removed, leaving the open-cell
metallic foam (Banhart and Baumeister, 1998). Closed-cell foams can be made in a
variety of ways. Titanium hydride, which dissociates to give off hydrogen gas, can be
added to a mixture of molten aluminum alloy and calcium, which increases the viscosity
of the melt. When agitated with an impeller in an enclosed container, the titanium
hydride dissociates and the gas bubbles expand to create the foam structure. The material
is then cooled to solidification (Akiyama et al., 1987). Closed cell foams can also be
created by mixing powdered aluminum and titanium hydride, compacting the mixture,
and then heating to release the hydrogen gas (Banhart et al, 1995; Banhart and
Baumeister, 1998). Still another method of producing a closed cell metallic foam
consists of injecting gas into a mixture of molten aluminum and either SiC or A12 0 3
particles. Rising bubbles create a foam at the surface, which is conveyed off in sheets and
cooled (Jin et al, 1990).
The above processes give metallic foams with a range of engineering properties.
Typical properties achieved through each method are listed in Table 1.1. Several of these
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properties make metallic foams attractive candidates for a number of potential
applications. For instance, the ability to withstand large strains under nearly constant
stress before densification gives metal foams excellent energy absorption and impact
resistance capabilities. This can be seen easily by viewing a typical compressive stress-
strain curve (Fig. 1.1). Furthermore, high thermal conductivity and large accessible
surface area make open celled foams attractive for heat exchange applications. A
relatively high loss coefficient gives metallic foams the attractive qualities of vibration
suppression and acoustical damping. Additionally, metallic foams offer improved fire
resistance over their polymer foam counterparts. Perhaps most significant are their
exceptional stiffness- and strength-to-weight ratios. These qualities suggest metallic
foams would excel as core materials in structural sandwich constructions, where weight
saving is a priority. It is on this particular application that the current study is focused.
1.2 Sandwich Constructions
Sandwich constructions are composite structural members consisting of two
comparatively thin, stiff faces separated by a thick lightweight core. Faces are commonly
sheets of wood, aluminum, or fiber-reinforced polymer. Core materials are traditionally
cellular solids-including balsa wood, honeycombs, and foams. The effect of the
sandwich is the same as that of the I-beam. By moving the stiff faces away from the
center of the member, the moment of inertia is increased, improving the stiffness per unit
weight. Sandwich constructions are mainly employed in the aerospace and building
industries. In these capacities they are most commonly subjected to bending loads. As
such, both normal and shear stresses can develop in the faces and core. Failure can come
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from one of several sources, including yielding or wrinkling of the faces, core yielding or
indentation, and debonding of the face-core interface. The dominant failure mode, the
one which occurs at the lowest load, depends on the dimensions of the member as well as
the face and core material properties. In order to adequately design for sandwich
construction use, the limit load for each possible failure mode must be analyzed. Because
a multiaxial stress state can exist in the core, a yield surface is needed to describe its
strength for core failure analysis. It is in this area that the present work makes its
contribution. Newly developed yield criteria for metallic foams are applied in analyzing
failure of metal foam core sandwich constructions.
1.3 Thesis Outline
This thesis is divided into six chapters. Chapter 2 is a brief literature review on
two subjects applicable to the present work. The first concerns the development of yield
criteria for plastically deforming foams, and specifically, for metallic foams. The second
is a review of the literature's offering on basic sandwich beam mechanical behavior.
Chapter 3 presents an experimental program used to validate yield criteria for use
with metallic foams. Two types of commercially available aluminum foam are tested
under axisymmetric triaxial loading. The results of these experiments, along with those
of two previous studies, are compared to three proposed yield surfaces. Two of the three
yield surfaces are deemed to give an adequate description of the data. These will be used
in the failure analysis for metal foam core sandwich beams.
Chapter 4 contains an analysis of each of four sandwich beam failure modes: face
yielding, face wrinkling, core yield, and indentation. Failure mode maps are developed,
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which show the dominant failure mode to be expected for a particular set of sandwich
beam dimensions when loaded in three-point bending.
Chapter 5 describes experiments on the failure of metallic foam core sandwich
beams. The failure mode maps presented in the previous chapter are used to design a set
of beams that are expected to fail by the spectrum of possible modes. Beams with
aluminum alloy faces and aluminum closed cell foam cores are fabricated to the designed
dimensions and loaded in three-point bending until failure. Data for stiffness, failure
mode and strength are compared to the theory.
Chapter 6 gives a summary of the conclusions to be made from this work.
Suggestions for future study are also proposed.
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Table 1.1 Typical metallic foam properties achieved through different processes *
Gas injected into
Investment TiH 2 mixed with molten Al-SiC or
Property casting molten Al Al-A120 3
Trade Name Duocel Alporas Cymat
Structure open cell closed cell closed cell
Relative density p/p, 0.05 - 0.15 0.08 - 0.10 0.02 - 0.2
Young's Modulus E (GPa) 0.06 - 0.30 0.4 - 1.0 0.02 - 2.0
Shear Modulus G (GPa) 0.02 - 0.1 0.3 - 0.35 0.001 - 1.0
Bulk Modulus K (GPa) 0.06 - 0.3 0.9 - 1.2 0.02 - 3.2
Poisson's Ratio v 0.31 - 0.34 0.31 - 0.34 0.31 - 0.34
Compressive Strength a, (MPa) 0.9 - 3.0 1.3 - 1.7 0.04 - 7.0
Tensile Strength at (MPa) 1.9 - 3.5 1.6 - 1.9 0.05 - 8.5
Densification Strain ED 0.8 - 0.9 0.7 - 0.82 0.6 - 0.9
Loss Coefficient q (%) 0.3 - 0.5 0.9 - 1.0 0.4 - 1.2
Max. Service Temp. T. (K) 380 - 420 400 - 420 500 - 530
Thermal Conductivity X (W/mK: 0.3 - 10 3.5 - 4.5 6.0 - 11
* all data from Ashby et al., 1998.
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Fig. 1.1 Typical compressive stress-strain curve for metallic foams
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Chapter 2. Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
This chapter briefly reviews the work done previously in two areas pertinent to
this study: failure criteria for plastically deforming foams and the mechanical behavior of
sandwich beams.
2.2 Yield criteria for foams
A failure criterion is utilized to predict safe limits for the use of a material under
combined loadings. These limits, when plotted on axes of principal normal stress, can be
seen graphically in what is called a failure surface. Several modes of failure can be
considered in this way, depending on the nature of the material, including plastic yielding
and brittle fracture. Since metallic foams deform plastically, only yield surfaces will be
considered here. This section outlines the development of several yield surfaces for
foams.
Hydrostatic stress alone cannot cause yielding in fully dense ductile solids. The
yielding of these materials is insensitive to the mean stress,
am = I(a~l +0a2 + U3) (2.1)3
which is invariant with a rotation of axes. Two empirical yield criteria are widely used
for fully dense ductile materials. They both satisfy the required insensitivity to mean
stress, and instead depend solely on the shear (deviatoric) stress. The Tresca (or
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maximum shear stress) criterion predicts that the material will yield when the maximum
shear stress on any plane reaches one-half the uniaxial yield strength (ay):
a y |a1 - C21 U2 - U31 C3 - U1|
-= max( , (2.2)
The von Mises criterion (also called the octahedral shear stress or distortion energy
theory) states that the failure will occur when the von Mises equivalent stress reaches the
uniaxial yield strength:
Cy = Ce (2.3)
where the von Mises equivalent stress, a scalar measure of the shear stress, is defined as
Ole = J2VI('7 C2)2 + (C2  U3 )2 + (U3 _ oi)2 (2.4)2
While yielding of fully dense materials is dictated exclusively by the shear stress,
failure of unbonded particulate materials has been found to depend also on the mean
stress. A criterion proposed by Drucker and Prager (1952), for use with soils, prescribes a
linear dependence on the mean and von Mises equivalent stresses:
f = Ce -7cm -d (2.5)
where the parameters y and d are constants. Another model, suggested for compaction of
powders, contains a quadratic dependence on the equivalent and mean stresses:
CD = am +5 + -1 (2.6)
3 py 18 py 3
where py is the hydrostatic yield strength (Fleck, Kuhn and McMeeking, 1992).
Yield theory for foams has received new attention in recent years. It was
originally thought that foam yielding was consistent with a maximum principal stress
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criterion, based on data on polyurethane and polystyrene foams (Patel and Finnie, 1969;
Zaslawsky, 1973; Shaw and Sata, 1966). The subject was left largely untouched until
1989. In that year Gibson, Ashby, Zhang, and Triantafillou described a mechanistic
derivation of a yield surface for foams. The model was developed based on the analysis
of an ideal, isotropic foam (Fig. 2.1), using dimensional arguments derived from the
structural mechanics of a regular hexagonal honeycomb. The main basis of the model is
that the cell walls of an ideal foam deform by both bending and axial stretching under
most combinations of load. The exception is the case of hydrostatic loading, when
bending is completely suppressed and deformation occurs only by stretching. The result
is a yield criterion (the GAZT criterion) that shows a linear dependence on von Mises
equivalent stress and a quadratic dependence on the mean stress:
_ f -+0.81( 
-" = 1 (2.7)
7pl k.s }~ ap)
where apl* is the uniaxial plastic collapse strength of the foam and (p*/ps) is the density of
the foam relative to the density of the solid cell wall material. While the maximum
principal stress criterion gives a surface that is a cube in principal stress space, the GAZT
surface is an ellipsoid with its central axis concurrent with the direction of hydrostatic
loading. Triantafillou et al. (1989) performed multiaxial loading experiments on a variety
of foams and compared the failure stresses to the GAZT yield criterion. The results of
biaxial testing are shown as Fig. 2.2a; axisymmetric loading results are shown as Fig.
2.2b. Also included in these figures are the data gathered by Patel and Finnie (1969) and
Shaw and Sata (1966), as well as the results of hydrostatic compressive loading reported
by Fortes et al. (1989). For the polymer foams tested, the yield surface in the
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axisymmetric case is truncated in the compression-compression quadrant by an elastic
buckling failure surface, as derived in Gibson et al. (1989). For the metallic foams that
will be considered in this thesis, the buckling surface does not intersect the yield surface,
and therefore will not be of concern. In general, the data presented in Fig. 2.2 shows a
good correspondence with the appropriate GAZT yield surface. The one exception is the
case of hydrostatic tensile loading, where the aluminum foam tested failed at a stress
much lower than that predicted.
Since the development of the GAZT yield criterion, two new criteria for use with
metallic foams have been proposed. Both are empirical in nature. The first, which will
be referred to as the Miller criterion, is based on the Drucker-Prager criterion (Eqn. 2.5).
To the Drucker-Prager is added a quadratic mean stress term, in order to allow
independent variability in the material's plastic Poisson's ratio. The resulting yield
criterion is (Miller, 1999a):
f = - + a - -d (2.8)
The constants y, a', and d are defined by the ratio of the uniaxial strengths in tension
(at*) and compression (ac*), and the plastic Poisson's ratio (vpl). The parameters are
found to take the following form:
6p2 -l12p+6+9(p62 -)/(1+v 1) (2.9)
2(p6+1)2
,45+247 -47r2 + 4vp,(2+ v,,- 9 + 67v -y2
a = _ (2.10)
16(1 + )2
d = d~o* (2.11)
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where
d .(I - 1 3 + (1- y/3)2 +4a'/9' (2.12)
p6 c -(2.13)
at
The second newly developed yield criterion, introduced by Deshpande and Fleck
(1999), is a modification of the criterion for powder compaction mentioned previously
(Eqn. 2.6), and similarly holds a quadratic dependence on the equivalent and mean stress.
The suggested yield criterion is the following:
<D =a^ - c, : 0 (2.14)
where 6 is defined as
[1 +a20-,, (2.15)
a=(+ (a/3)2) aa 2.5
The parameter a, called the pressure-sensitivity coefficient, defines the aspect ratio of the
failure ellipse. It depends on the plastic Poisson's ratio:
a=3 2 (2.16)
1+V,'
Example envelopes in the biaxial and axisymmetric cases, for the GAZT, Miller,
and Deshpande-Fleck criteria, are shown in Fig. 2.3. Figure 2.4 depicts, on axes of mean
and von Mises equivalent stress, a comparison of yield surfaces for the maximum
principal stress, GAZT, Miller, and Deshpande-Fleck criteria.
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2.3 Mechanical behavior of sandwich beams
This section briefly reviews expressions for sandwich beam deflection, as well as
the normal and shear stresses that develop in the face and core (Allen, 1969).
Expressions for sandwich beam strength will be given in Chapter 4. Next, the results of a
study investigating the failure of polymer foam core sandwich beams are summarized.
Consider a sandwich beam as pictured in Fig. 2.5. The geometry is described by
the width b, the core thickness c, the face thickness t, and the span length L. The distance
between the centroids of the faces is denoted as d, and is equal to c + t. The face material
has a Young's modulus Ef, and a yield strength ay. Likewise, the core has a Young's
modulus Ec*, a shear modulus Gc*, and a yield strength yc * .
The flexural rigidity of a beam is found by integrating the product of the Young's
modulus and the square of the distance from the neutral axis, over the thickness of the
beam. For a simple straight beam the result is just EI, the product of the Young's
modulus and the moment of inertia. However, for a sandwich beam such as that pictured
in Fig. 2.5, the variation of the Young's modulus across the thickness complicates
matters. The result, termed the equivalent flexural rigidity, (EI)eg, is
E bt3  EbcW Efbtd 2(EI)eq- = + EC + (2.17)
6 12 2
This expression may be approximated in the following way. If the faces are very thin
compared to the core (t<<c), then the first term, a measure of the bending stiffness of the
faces about their own neutral axes, is negligible. For a sandwich with Ec<<Ef, the second
term, coming from the flexural rigidity of the core, is negligible. The third term,
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describing the bending stiffness of the faces about the centroid of the sandwich, remains
(and using d - c):
(EI 2 E btc2
The two approximations above may be taken, in general, if
d
- > 5.77
t
and
(2.18)
- - (d >16.7
EC C C )
These conditions limit the first and second terms of Eqn. 2.17 to less than 1% of the third
term.
The equivalent shear rigidity (AG)eq of a sandwich beam is
(AG)eq - bd2 GC* (2.1
C
Using d - c, this expression simplifies to
(AG)eq = bcGc* (2.2
When a sandwich beam is subjected to a transverse load P, it deflects elastically
by an amount 6. This deflection is the result of both bending and shear deformation of
the sandwich:
P = + PL (2.2
B, (EI)eq B2 (AG)eq
B1 and B2 are constants depending on the type of loading (see Table 2.1). From Eqn.
2.21, the bending stiffness (P/8) of a sandwich beam is found to be
9)
0)
1)
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-= + (2.22)9 (BI(EI)eq B 2 (AG)ej 
If the previously mentioned approximations are allowable, the bending stiffness can be
expressed as
P ___ L
- ~ e C + L (2.23)9 (BEfbtc 2 B2bcGc'
Bending of a sandwich beam creates both normal and shear stresses in the core
and face. In order to evaluate them, the moment and shear force generated must be
known. The maximum moment M and shear force Q in the beam are
M = -- (2.24)
B 3
PQ= -- (2.25)
B 4
where B3 and B4 are constants depending on the loading configuration (Table 2.1). This
gives the normal stress in the core (ac) and face (ar) to be
MzE~
o(z)= - E (2.26)
(EI),e
MzEf(-f (Z) = (2.27)
(EI),e
where z is the distance from the neutral axis of the beam. Using the approximated form
of the equivalent flexural rigidity (Eqn. 2.18), the maximum normal stress in the core and
face are
- = EC (2.28)B3btc Ef
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L= (2.29)B~btc
The shear stresses in the core (r,) and face (trf), at a distance z from the neutral
axis, are
Q Eftd EC* C 2(3
re(z) = - + _ z2 (2.30)
(EI)eq_ 2 2 4
ry (Z) - Q E, C ct 2 - z2 (2.31)
(EIq) 2 4
In most cases, the difference between the maximum and minimum of the parabolic shear
stress distribution in the core is very small. Therefore, the shear stress can be
conveniently approximated as constant through the core at its mean value:
P
r ~& (2.32)
B4bc
Note that this expression is derived using the approximations of faces that are much
thinner and stiffer than the core (t<<c and Ec<<Ef).
A previous study has been conducted on the bending failure of sandwich panels
having plastically yielding foam cores (Triantafillou and Gibson, 1987). It contained an
analysis of several modes of failure, including face yielding, face wrinkling, and core
yield. As in this thesis, failure by debonding was neglected. Indentation failure was
dismissed as well, whereas it is included in this work. The analysis of each failure mode
furnished a failure equation, and from them failure mode maps were constructed. For a
given set of materials and loading configuration, failure was found to depend on the foam
core's relative density and the ratio of the face thickness to span length. Hence, these
were the axes of the maps. Experiments were run, in which beams with aluminum faces
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and rigid polyurethane foam cores were tested in three-point bending. Graphical
representation of the results is reproduced as Fig. 2.6. Three main differences exist
between Triantafillou and Gibson's analysis and that of this thesis. First, the failure mode
maps in Triantafillou and Gibson (TA) hold the core's relative density as variable (and
therefore variable modulus and strength of the core). The maps developed in this study
are specific for a given core modulus and uniaxial yield strength. Second, failure by
indentation, although it appeared experimentally, was not analyzed thoroughly in TA. It
was dismissed as a problem that could be easily avoided by applying load over a
sufficiently large area. Third, TA separates core yield into one failure mode due to shear
stress in the core, and another from only the normal stress in the core. This did not cause
a problem in the experimentation, because for the polymer foam that was used, the shear
stress in the core was much larger than the normal stress. With the current availability of
a yield criterion for the foam core, this study considers the full multiaxial stress state
when considering the core yield failure mode.
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Table 2.1 Constants for laterally loaded beams
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Type of Loading B, B2  B3  B4
Three-point bend, central load 48 4 4 2
Three-point bend, uniform load 384/5 8 9 2
Cantilever, end load 3 1 1 1
Cantilever, uniform load 8 2 2 1
Ends built in, cental load 192 4 9 2
Ends built in, uniform load 384 8 12 2
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Fig. 2.1 Model of ideal open cell foam. (from Gibson and Ashby, 1997)
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Fig. 2.3a GAZT, Miller, and Deshpande-Fleck yield surfaces -- biaxial case
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Fig. 2.4 Comparison of yield surfaces
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Chapter 3. Triaxial Testing of Metallic Foams
3.1. Introduction
Three yield surfaces have been proposed for metallic foams (Gibson et al, 1989;
Miller, 1999a; Deshpande and Fleck, 1999). To validate the theories, data for the
multiaxial yield behavior of metallic foams are required. In this study, metallic foams
were loaded axisymmetrically to failure. Data from these experiments, from biaxial
experiments (Gioux et al., 1999), and previous triaxial tests (Triantafillou, 1989), are
compared to the three proposed yield surfaces.
3.2. Methods
Materials
Two types of aluminum foam were tested: a closed-cell foam (trade name
Alporas, Shinko Wire Company, Amagasaki, Japan) and an open-celled foam (Duocel
6101-T6, ERG, Oakland, CA). Cylindrical specimens were used in the axisymmetric
triaxial tests. The Alporas specimens were cut using a hole saw. The average height
(defined as the X1 direction) of tested specimens was 57.3 mm; average diameter
was 32.2 mm. The Duocel specimens were machined by the manufacturer prior to
purchase. Their average height was 50.8 mm and average diameter was 25.4 mm. The
density of each sample was calculated from the measured volume and mass. This
quantity was divided by the density of the solid material (p,=2700 kg/m 3 ) to obtain a
value for the relative density. Average relative density of the samples tested was 8.6 %
for Alporas and 6.9 % for the Duocel foam.
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Axial compression, radial compression
Axisymmetric tests, with samples being exposed to simultaneous compressive
axial and radial stresses, were conducted using a Wykeham Farrance (Model T57,
Slough, England) soil mechanics triaxial cell (Fig. 3.1). The cylindrical foam specimens
were first wrapped with 0.0254 mm thick steel shim stock. The shim was applied as two
partially over-lapping pieces to allow for axial deformation of the foam. A piece of vinyl
electrical tape was placed over the seam of the two shim pieces. Specimens were then
loaded into the cell and encased with latex membranes sealed by rubber "0" rings. The
purpose of the steel shim was to protect the latex membrane from sharp foam cell edges.
The vinyl tape was utilized to prevent latex from entering the shim seam during
pressurization, which would lead to membrane rupture. In some trials, thin rubber disks
were placed between the end faces of the sample and the platens. This was done to
prevent entrance of latex membrane into spaces between the sample and platens during
pressurization. However, due to concerns of radial displacement constraint at the ends,
this practice was replaced by one of putting rings of thicker latex over the sample/platen
contact regions. In these cases, waxed paper or oil was placed on the top and bottom of
the sample, to reduce possible errors resulting from the end constraint. The different end
conditions among trials had no significant effect on failure strength.
Two separate triaxial cells were used: one used silicone oil as a pressurizing
medium, while the other used water. The procedure for testing using the silicone oil
apparatus was as follows. After preparing and mounting the specimen, the cell was filled
with oil and sealed. Hydrostatic pressure was applied to the specimen by forcing
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additional oil into the cell by means of a screw-driven cylinder. A pressure transducer
(Model AB; Data Instruments, Acton, MA) connected to the oil line measured the
pressure within the cell. Axial load was applied by driving the entire cell upward against
a fixed beam, which compressed the sample between a brass pedestal on the bottom and a
brass platen-ended piston on top. Axial load was recorded with a 2.224 kN capacity load
cell (Model JP-500; Data Instruments, Acton, MA), located inside the triaxial cell and
integrated with the top piston. Axial displacement was measured using a linear voltage
displacement transducer (LVDT) (Model 7DCDT-500; Hewlett Packard, Waltham, MA).
Cell pressure and axial displacement were controlled with an interface to a PC
running software developed in-house (Germaine). All specimens were loaded nearly
hydrostatically until the desired radial stress was reached. At this point the cell pressure
was maintained constant and axial compression was continued at a displacement rate of
6.8 x 10-3 mm/sec. A sample loading path is displayed in Fig. 3.2.
Testing with the second triaxial cell was similar. The liquid medium used in
this apparatus was water instead of oil, which was permitted due to an external placement
of the load cell. Pressurization was accomplished by forcing additional water into the cell
with a compressed air system. Hydrostatic loading was performed manually by applying
pressure to the cell in increments of 0.05 MPa, until the desired value was reached. Cell
pressure was then held constant and the sample was compressed axially at a rate of 1.3 x
10-3 mm/sec, until failure.
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Axial tension, radial compression
Axial tension, radial compression tests were also performed. Specimens were
first wrapped with steel shim stock in the same manner as in the axial compression tests.
A two-component epoxy (Hemon Manufacturing Inc., Sandford, FL) was then applied to
the top and bottom foam surfaces to fill in the first layer of cells. Another two-
component adhesive (JB Weld, Sulphur Springs, TX) was used to bond the specimens to
top and bottom aluminum (606 1-T6) attachment pieces (Fig. 3.3). The bottom piece was
attached to a specially made bottom pedestal in the triaxial cell with a socket-set screw.
The top piece was pinned to the top piston with a 3.175 mm diameter steel rod. As in the
axial compression trials, specimens were encased with latex membranes and sealed with
rubber "0" rings.
The silicone oil triaxial cell was used for these tests. However, the load cell
needed to be moved outside the pressure chamber, to allow room for the attachment
pieces. Specimens were compressed hydrostatically to the desired stress. The cell
pressure was then held constant while the sample was pulled axially at a rate of 6.8 x 10'
mm/sec. A 8.896 kN capacity load cell (Model JP-2000; Data Instruments, Acton, MA)
was used to detect the axial load while the same pressure transducer and LVDT as before
were employed to measure cell pressure and axial displacement, respectively. A sample
path for this type of loading is also displayed in Fig. 3.2.
For all trials, voltage readings from the load cell, pressure transducer, and
LVDT were recorded by a computerized data acquisition system. Readings were
recorded every 10 seconds for most trials, while for some of the shorter tests they were
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recorded every 5 seconds. Voltage data was converted by subtracting the zero value from
the reading and multiplying by the transducer's respective calibration factor. A
downward force resulting from the cell pressure was added to the axial load values.
For the axial compression, radial compression investigation, a total of 15
Alporas samples were tested with radial stresses ranging from 0 to 3.76 MPa, while 20
Duocel trials were conducted with the radial stresses ranging from 0 to 3.59 MPa. A total
of 6 axial tension, radial compression Alporas trials were performed with radial stresses
between 0 and 1.33 MPa. Five Duocel specimens were tested in this manner, for radial
stresses ranging from 0 to 1.74 MPa.
Shim effect
For a specimen subjected to pressure in the triaxial cell, it was observed that the
shim layer would dimple into the cellular spaces of the foam. This occurred very early in
the loading process -- at a pressure of approximately 0.2 MPa. The shim was originally
placed on the foam as two partially overlapping layers so that one could slide over the
other as the foam deformed axially. However, when dimpling of the shim occurred, the
shim became interlocked into the foam spaces and free movement was no longer possible.
It was obvious that the shim could therefore carry some of the axial load detected by the
load cell.
Since it was not possible to conduct a test in the triaxial cell on a shim-less
specimen, another method was necessary to determine the contribution of the shim to the
load. Shim was applied to the midsection of a waisted cylinder of Duocel foam in the
same manner as the triaxial specimens. Three hose clamps were positioned over the shim
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layers and tightened so that the shim dimpled into the outer pore spaces of the foam.
Sections of rubber were used in between the shim and the hose clamps to more evenly
distribute the pressure from the clamps. The waisted cylinder was then axially
compressed and pulled using an Instron testing machine, and load and displacement data
were recorded. Loading was within the linear elastic regime of the foam; failure was
avoided. Next, the shim was removed from the cylinder and the hose clamps were re-
attached and tightened to the same pressure. The cylinder was again tested in the Instron,
and the load and displacement data was gathered. With these data and using the rule of
mixtures, the contribution of the shim to the axial load was estimated (Appendix). It was
found that for the Duocel foam, the shim carried approximately 16% of the detected load.
For the Alporas foam it carried about 8%.
The shim carried a portion of the axial load only when the radial stress was above
about 0.2 MPa. When radial stresses were less than this, the shim was not dimpled, and
therefore free to slide over each other with little resistance. Tests conducted on shim-less
specimens in the triaxial cell with zero cell pressure confirmed this.
Imaging
Because the proposed yield criteria differed in their predictions of hydrostatic
strength, it was desired to investigate the mechanisms of failure under hydrostatic
loading. This was achieved through two different types of imaging.
The Duocel open-celled foam was imaged by micro-computed tomography
(micro-CT). Due to the non-destructive nature of this method, a single specimen was
used. The cylindrical specimen was first cut to a diameter of 12mm with a hole saw, and
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a height of 24mm with a band saw. Small zirconia-silicate beads (< = 0.5mm) (Biospec
Products, Bartlesville, OK) were attached to the foam with an epoxy adhesive. These
served as markers for alignment in the micro-CT machine. With hindsight, plastic beads
would have been a better choice, as the ceramic caused a slight artifact in the region of
the image where they were located. Using the same method as described earlier, the
sample was loaded hydrostatically to pressures of 1.4, 2.2, and then 2.8 MPa. Prior to all
testing, and after each loading, the sample was imaged with a 15p resolution micro-CT
machine (Micro CT20, Scanco, Zurich, Switzerland).
The larger cell size of the Alporas foam prevented it from being imaged with
micro-CT. Therefore, imaging was achieved by serial sectioning. Four different samples
were prepared as before, and then loaded to pressures of 1.11, 1.49, 1.73, and 2.00 MPa.
After loading, each specimen was sectioned longitudinally using a diamond saw (Isomet
2000, Buehler, Lake Bluff, IL). The cut surfaces were painted black and then lightly
sanded to give good contrast and clearly show the cell edges of the cut plane. Finally,
each was imaged with a digital camera (TM-1001-02 Pulnix, Sunnyvale, CA).
3.3 Results
Multiaxial testing
Axial force versus axial displacement plots were constructed for each triaxial test.
Typical load-displacement plots for the Alporas foam are shown in Figs. 3.4 and 3.5.
Figure 3.4 is for the axial compression, radial compression case. For tests kept at
relatively low radial stresses (Fig. 3.4a), an initial linear regime is followed by a plateau
of nearly constant load. In most of these trials, the load exhibits a small peak before
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settling into the plateau. For tests that experienced failure under hydrostatic loading (Fig.
3.4b), there usually existed some degree of strain hardening after failure, and so the
plateau has a slope greater than zero. Figure 3.5 shows an axial load - axial displacement
plot for an axial tension, radial compression test. The axial load is initially increasingly
negative, which corresponds to the pressurization of the cell. Once pulling of the
specimen commences, the load increases linearly. A sharp peak marks the tensile fracture
of the specimen. In all cases, curves for the Duocel foam showed similar trends.
The failure load was taken as the peak load if the plot exhibited such a peak.
Otherwise, it was defined as the extrapolated intersection of the initial linear region with
the subsequent plateau. Axial failure stress was calculated as the failure load divided by
the sample's original cross-sectional area. Table 3.1 lists the axial and radial loading at
failure for each test performed. This data is represented graphically, on axes of axial
stress versus radial stress, in Fig. 3.6. Figure 3.6b, the results for the Duocel foam tests,
also includes axial tension-radial tension data from experiments conducted in a previous
study (Triantafillou et al., 1989). It should be noted that the Duocel foam used for these
experiments had a relative density of 5%, while in this current study the Duocel
specimens were 7% dense. All the results presented here are without accounting for the
load carrying capability of the shim, as discussed above.
The three theoretical yield surfaces described in Chapter 2 are also plotted in Fig.
3.6. Several inputs are needed to plot these surfaces. The GAZT criterion requires a
plastic collapse strength (apl*); this was taken as the average of the compressive and
tensile uniaxial strengths in the axial direction, which were found from tests in the triaxial
cell with zero radial stress applied. It also requires the foam relative density; the average
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measured for all specimens was used. The Miller equation calls for the uniaxial
compressive and tensile strengths, as well as the plastic Poisson's ratio of the foam, vpi.
The plastic Poisson's ratio was measured from tests on cubic specimens as reported in
Andrews, et al. (1999a). The material properties and corresponding constants y, a, and
d. used for the Miller criterion curve in the figure are listed in Table 3.2. The Deshpande-
Fleck failure equation requires a uniaxial yield strength, again taken as the average of the
compressive and tensile axial strengths, and the plastic Poisson's ratio. The constant used
for the Deshpande-Fleck surface, a, is also found in Table 3.2.
The results of biaxial loading experiments reported in a separate study are shown
in Fig. 3.7 (Gioux et al., 1999). Cubes of the same two types of aluminum foam (Duocel
and Alporas) were compressed in two directions simultaneously using a specially
designed cage, with the third direction free. Biaxial tension-compression tests were
performed on dogbone shaped specimens. Additional biaxial data was received from
shear tests performed on waisted cylinders of foam in an Instron tension-torsion machine.
The data for the Duocel foam is shown in Fig. 3.7a, that for the Alporas is in Fig. 3.7b.
Also plotted are the three yield criteria, manipulated to give failure envelopes for the
biaxial case. The constants used in the yield criteria here are slightly different than for the
triaxial data, as slightly different uniaxial strengths were measured for the batch of
material used in the biaxial study.
Imaging
In the micro-CT imaging of the Duocel foam, the sample was scanned prior to
loading, and then after hydrostatic loading to 1.4 MPa, 2.2 MPa, and 2.8 MPa. A stress-
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strain curve for the last loading is shown in Fig. 3.8. The prior stops for imaging are
indicated. Some resulting images of the loading sequence are shown in Fig. 3.9. Since
no permanent deformation was evident at 1.4 MPa (hydrostatic strength was 1.66 MPa), it
is not included in the figure. The images depict a 2.8mm thick slice taken near the central
longitudinal axis of the specimen. The top and bottom of the specimen were cut from the
images due to an artifact from the ceramic markers. Several cell edge members show
good evidence of the mechanisms of failure under hydrostatic loading; these are circled in
the figure. If the progression of images in the figure is followed, it can be seen that the
failed members do not deform by stretching as predicted for the ideal foam (Gibson et al.,
1989), but instead by bending (or buckling). It is also evident that the failed members are
mostly oriented nearly parallel to the axial direction, and dispersed throughout the volume
of the imaged slice. The failure members are typically thin and/or have some initial
curvature, while most undeformed members are short, thick, and straight.
For the serial sectioning of the Alporas foam, four samples were sliced and
imaged after hydrostatic loadings of 1.11, 1.49, 1.73, and 2.00 MPa. The stress-strain
curve for the specimen loaded to 2.00 MPa is shown in Fig. 3.10. The stress-strain
response for the other samples was nearly identical. The points at which the loading was
stopped for the first three samples are marked on the curve. Figure 3.11 shows an image
for an unloaded specimen, as well as those loaded to pressures of 1.49, 1.73, and 2.00
MPa. Each image is of a longitudinal slice taken through the central axis of the
cylindrical specimen. The specimen pressurized to 1.49 MPa (Fig. 3.1 ib) was not taken
far enough into the plastic regime to show evidence of much permanent deformation. At
1.73 MPa (Fig. 3.1 1c), permanent deformation in some of the cell walls can be seen; the
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cells walls in question are highlighted in the figure. Deformation appears to be by
bending/buckling. The specimen loaded to 2.00 MPa (Fig. 3.11 d) contains many failed
cell walls, in addition to some cells that are completely collapsed.
3.4 Discussion
Although the GAZT failure surface agrees well with the data for most
combinations of load tested (including biaxial loading), it greatly overpredicts the
hydrostatic strength of the foam. The analysis behind the GAZT failure criterion is based
on the mechanisms of failure for an ideal foam. For an ideal isotropic foam under
hydrostatic stress, no bending occurs in the cell walls. The cell walls see simple tension
or compression, and therefore deform by stretching. The images of the open-celled and
closed-celled foams from the micro-CT and serial sectioning examinations show clear
evidence contradicting this phenomenon. Under hydrostatic loading, it is obvious that the
cell walls do not deform solely by stretching. Images show that bending is the
predominant mode of cell wall deformation.
The reason bending occurs in the foams tested is conspicuous: they are not ideal.
The microstructure is more random, such that there exists cell wall curvature, occasional
missing cell walls, and variation in cell wall size and orientation.
Initial curvature of the cell walls may account for most of the observed drop in
hydrostatic strength. Gioux et al. (1999) has estimated the decrease due to cell wall
curvature based on a dimensional argument. It is approximated that the hydrostatic
strength of a foam with cell walls of curvature amplitude a, and cross-sectional dimension
t, is
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The GAZT failure criterion (Eqn 2.7) predicts the hydrostatic strength of an 8% dense
ideal foam to be 4.23 times its uniaxial strength. Values of a/t have been measured to
average 0.625 for the Alporas foam and observed to be approximately 1 for the Duocel
(Andrews et al, 1999a). Equation 3.1 gives therefore that the hydrostatic strengths of the
Alporas and Duocel foam should be roughly 1.5 and 1.0 times their respective uniaxial
strengths. Triaxial testing in this study has revealed that the hydrostatic strengths of the
two foams are 1.31 and 1.07 times greater than their uniaxial. Clearly, curvature of the
cell walls may cause most of the discrepancy between the measured hydrostatic strength
of metallic foams and that predicted for the ideal foam by the GAZT failure criterion.
Other imperfections in the foam microstructure can induce bending and reduce the
hydrostatic strength. Silva and Gibson (1996) have shown through a numerical study that
the uniaxial strength of a random Voronoi honeycomb' is approximately 25% less than
that of a regular hexagonal honeycomb of equivalent relative density. Non-uniformity in
cell edge length results in higher bending moments in the longer cell edges and thus
causes the reduction in strength. A finite element analysis of a polydisperse hexagonal
honeycomb has revealed that the existence of one cell edge of lesser stiffness causes
neighboring cell edges to deform by bending under equal biaxial load. A honeycomb of
that type with uniform cell wall compliance deforms solely by cell wall stretching
(Kraynik, 1998). Broken or missing cell walls would clearly cause a reduction in
1 A random Voronoi honeycomb is composed of cells that nucleated from random points at the same linear
growth rate.
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strength. It has been calculated that a loss of just 5% of the cell walls in a honeycomb can
drop the compressive strength by 30% (Silva and Gibson, 1996).
Although the examples given above are all for two dimensional honeycombs, their
arguments hold for the case of 3D foams. To summarize, it is evident that the over-
estimation of hydrostatic strength by the GAZT failure criterion is easily explained by
several non-ideal features of the tested metallic foams.
In considering the Miller and Deshpande-Fleck yield surfaces, it is clear that they
both give a much better fit to the experimental data. Both appear to be conservative in
their description of failure stress, the Deshpande-Fleck surface more so than the Miller.
On average, the metallic foams tested axisymmetrically were about 14% stronger than
predicted by the Miller criterion and 9% stronger than forecast by the Deshpande-Fleck
criterion. The Miller surface perfectly matches both compressive and tensile uniaxial
strengths, inherent since both are taken as inputs to the equation. Although the
Deshpande-Fleck criterion does not allow for differences in compressive and tensile
uniaxial strength, it is less complicated, and overall matches the data slightly better.
Miller (1999b) has presented a physical argument for the Miller and Deshpande-
Fleck yield criteria. It is based on the analysis of the ideal foam (Gibson et al., 1989), but
now accounting for cell wall curvature.
Gibson et al. (1989) found that plastic collapse of the foam occurs when the
applied moment reaches:
M = Ca- (3.2)
4 L o-
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where cys is the yield strength of the solid cell wall material, and ca is the average axial
stress in a cell wall which is proportional to the mean stress am. For the ideal foam, the
applied moment is proportional to the equivalent stress and the cube of the cell wall
length. Therefore,
M, = Co-eP (3.3)
Curved cell walls cause an additional applied moment due to eccentricity of the axial
force:
o-
Ma = C 2  . '" t2a (3.4)
Here a is the curvature amplitude of the cell walls. In the worst case, M, and Ma act
about the same axis. Then
M =M, +Ma (3.5)
Equating Eqns. 3.2 and 3.5, and using Eqns. 3.3 and 3.4, gives:
2
A'-e+ B'a-,(a / 1)= a-t 1-- .UM (3.6)
where A', B', and C' are constants. This equation has the same form as the Miller yield
criterion (Eqn. 2.8), showing a linear equivalent stress term and linear and quadratic mean
stress terms. If M, and Ma act perpendicular to one another, their combined effect is
M = Ms 2 +Ma 2  (3.7)
Equating Eqns. 3.7 and 3.2 gives
2 (a .2[ (2C'O-m ' C'o.m2(A'ae )2 + (B'am (a /l))2 = o -1- '" + '" (3.8)
PI[ IK(/ Y V/scy ()-)2 ~ (38
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This equation has nearly the same form as the Deshpande-Fleck yield criterion (Eqn.
2.14), the exception being an extra linear mean stress term.
Thus, a mechanistic basis can be given to the Miller and Deshpande-Fleck yield
criteria.
Some scatter of the data can be attributed to variation in relative density, which
ranged from 7.8% to 10.1% for the Alporas foam and 6.4% to 7.6% for the Duocel. This
would correspond to a fluctuation in uniaxial strength by roughly 25% according to the
theory (Gibson and Ashby, 1997). The GAZT criterion is the only one of the three that
relies on the relative density of the foam as an input. For this, the average measured
relative density was used. The Miller and Deshpande-Fleck criteria rely instead on just
the measured uniaxial strengths of the foam (which depend on the relative density). For
these, a single test was performed for each type of foam on a specimen of average relative
density.
Further discrepancy between the data and the theoretical failure envelopes may be
attributed to material anisotropy. The failure criteria are plotted assuming that the foams
have uniaxial strengths in the radial direction (X2, X3) equal to that in the axial direction
(X1). However, these foams have been shown to be slightly anisotopic. Alporas cubes
were compressed uniaxially on an Instron loading frame with the following results:
api 1=1.506±0.08 MPa, api*2=1.313±0.08 MPa, apl*3=1.507±0.09 MPa. In a separate
study, the Duocel foam was found to be about 35% weaker in the X2 direction than in the
X1 (Andrews et al., 1999a).
The load carrying contribution of the shim during triaxial testing, as discussed
earlier, is not accounted for when plotting the test data in Figs. 3.6a and 3.6b. Since most
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data points are outside the Miller and Deshpande-Fleck failure envelopes, consideration
of the shim's effect would bring the data closer to theory.
Possible experimental error includes the effect of specimen end conditions on
displacement constraint. For the axial compression trials, the applied end conditions
varied greatly, from rubber disks in some to oil or waxed paper in others. However,
varying the end condition did not produce any appreciable effect on the uniaxial yield
strength. The ends of specimens in the axial tension trials were greatly constrained - they
were bonded to the loading surfaces. Since the specimens were straight cylinders and not
waisted, this likely affected the development of failure within a specimen, the extent of
which is unknown.
Instrumental error in measurement is estimated at roughly 2% and is not
considered significant.
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, three yield criteria for metallic foams were considered. An
experimental program that tested the validity of the proposed yield criteria was reported.
Data indicated the GAZT criterion to greatly overestimate the hydrostatic strength of the
foams tested. Therefore, it will not be included in the study of failure of sandwich beams.
The Miller and Deshpande-Fleck criteria showed a satisfactory correspondence with the
experimental data. These will be used to determine the strength of sandwich beam cores
in the following chapter.
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Table 3.1 Triaxial test results -- stress at failure
axial compression, radial compression
Alporas
al 2 :3
(MPa) (MPa)
-1.301 0.000
-1.412 -0.083
-1.603 -0.308
-1.722 -0.429
-1.762 -0.507
-1.963 -0.680
-2.099 -1.273
-1.512 -1.461
-1.401 -1.470
-1.588 -1.480
-1.680 -1.550
-2.218 -1.666
-1.698 -1.730
-1.888 -1.930
axial tension, radial compression
Alporas
aI 2 - 3
(MPa) (MPa)
1.744
1.620
1.770
1.471
-0.020
0.127
0.000
-0.386
-0.770
-1.160
-1.330
-1.092
Duocel
a 1  U2 =3
(MPa) (MPa)
1.820 0.000
1.870 -0.466
1.715 -0.975
1.691 -1.290
1.055 -1.744
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Duocel
a 1  C2 - 3
(MPa) (MPa)
-1.400 0.000
-1.388 0.000
-1.749 -0.224
-1.986 -0.401
-1.662 -0.434
-1.709 -0.651
-2.045 -0.730
-2.527 -1.183
-1.218 -1.263
-2.310 -1.365
-1.517 -1.410
-1.704 -1.430
-1.275 -1.450
-1.521 -1.590
-1.604 -1.631
-1.604 -1.652
-1.621 -1.654
-1.832 -1.661
-1.608 -1.662
-1.695 -1.757
Table 3.2 Values of material properties and constants used in plotting yield criteria in Fig. 3.6
p/p*
jc* (MPa)
at* (MPa)
Vp'
y
a'
do
a
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Alporas Duocel
this study Triantafillou et al, 1989
8.6% 6.9% 5.0%
1.30 1.40 1.70
1.74 1.82 1.77
0.024 0.052 0.052
-0.577 -0.507 -0.085
1.64 1.51 2.20
1.33 1.30 1.23
2.045 1.958 1.958
FIXED END
AIR PRESSURE
AIR-WATER
INTERFACE
PRESSURE SPECIMEN
TRANSDUCER -~~-~~
MEMBRANE
5 L.-n O" RING
Fig. 3.1 Triaxial cell used for axisymmetric tests of aluminum foam.
(from Triantafillou et al., 1989)
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Fig. 3.2 Example loading paths for axisymmetric triaxial tests
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Connected to load cell
top attachment piece
top attachment piece
bottom attachment piece
Pedestal base
Pin
Socket-set
Screw
Fig. 3.3 Specimen attachment for axial tension, radial
compression triaxial tests.
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Fig. 3.4a Force-displacement curve for axial compression, radial compression loading
(lower radial stress, not hydrostatic at failure)
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Fig. 3.4b Force-displacement curve for axial compression, radial compression loading
(hydrostatic loading at failure)
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Fig. 3.5 Force-displacement curve for axial tension, radial compression loading
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Fig. 3.6a Triaxial test data -- Alporas foam
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Fig. 3.6b Triaxial test data -- Duocel foam
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Fig. 3.7a Biaxial test data for Alporas foam (from Gioux et al., 1999)
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Fig. 3.7b Biaxial test data for Duocel foam (from Gioux et al., 1999)
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Fig. 3.8 Stress-strain curve for Duocel foam specimen imaged with micro-CT for
hydrostatic failure investigation
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Figure 3.9 Micro-CT images of Duocel specimen (a) before loading, and after
hydrostatic pressures of (b) 2.2 MPa and (c) 2.8 MPa.
p=0 MPa p=2.8 MPa
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Fig. 3.10 Stress-strain curve for Alporas specimens sectioned for hydrostatic failure
investigation
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p =, 1.49 MPa
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p = 1.73 MPa p = 2.00 MPa
1 cm
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Figure 3.11 Longitudinal sections of Alporas loaded hydrostatically to pressures of
(a) 0 MPa, (b) 1.49 MPa, (c) 1.73 MPa, (d) 2.00 MPa.
r) = 0 MPa

Chapter 4. Failure Mode Maps for Metallic Foam Sandwich Beams
4.1 Introduction
A failure mode map for sandwich beams depicts which of several failure modes
can be expected for a particular sandwich beam geometry and material properties. Here,
we describe failure maps for sandwich beams with metallic foam cores and faces that
yield plastically. Several possible modes of failure are considered, including: face
yielding, face wrinkling, core yield, and indentation failure. The bond between the face
and core is assumed to be perfect, so debonding failure is not analyzed. For each mode, a
failure equation is developed. In the following analysis, consider a sandwich beam as set
up in Fig. 2.5, and the deflection, rigidity, and stress expressions introduced in Chapter 2
(Eqns. 2.17 - 2.21 and 2.24 - 2.32). The analysis was derived by Miller (1999b) and is
summarized here.
4.2. Face yielding
As discussed in Chapter 2, the normal stress in a sandwich beam face is (Eqn.
2.27):
Mz0- = Ef
(EI)eq
A face will fail by yielding when the normal stress in the face reaches its yield strength,
(ayf):
MZ E = - (4.1)
(EI)eq
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From basic beam theory, the maximum bending moment is related to the applied
concentrated load as follows:
M = PL (4.2)
B3
Using the approximate expression for the flexural rigidity of a sandwich beam (Eqn.
2.18), the load at which the beam will fail by face yielding is found by substituting the
expression for M (Eqn. 4.2) into Eqn. 4.1:
PFY = B3 o-gfbt - (4.3)
Note that this is an approximation for which it is assumed that t << c and Ec << Ef.
4.3. Face Wrinkling
A sandwich beam may also fail if the compressive face buckles. This mode of
failure is called "face wrinkling". Allen has examined this mode as a problem of a beam
on an elastic foundation, and has used a differential equation method to derive the critical
wrinkling stress (Allen, 1969). The core is assumed to be sufficiently thick so that the
interaction of the opposite face is negligible and the mid-plane of the core remains flat.
The compressive face will buckle when the compressive stress in the face (Eqn. 2.27)
Mz0- = (El)E
(EI)q
reaches the critical wrinkling stress:
= CE ' 3 E2'3  (4.4)
where
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C, = 3[12(3- v_)2(l+ vC)2]1 3  (4.5)
Again using the approximate value for the flexural rigidity (EI)eq (Eqn. 2.18), and
therefore assuming t << c and Ee << E, the load required to cause failure by face
wrinkling is
Pa = B3CIE' 3E23bt (4.6)
Hoff and Mautner (1945) used an energy method approach in deriving a face wrinkling
failure equation, arriving at a similar result.
The face will wrinkle into the core if the compressive strength of the core is less
than its tensile strength and the tensile strength of the adhesive bond. Otherwise it will
wrinkle outward.
4.4. Core yield
When an elastic-plastic foam core sandwich beam is subjected to bending, it may
fail due to the yielding of its core. Because no yield criterion for foams was available,
Triantafillou and Gibson (1987) separated their analysis of core failure into a failure
mode due to shear stress in the core, and a failure mode due to normal stress in the core.
This method worked because, for the polymer foam sandwich beams that were
considered, the normal stress in the core was much smaller than the shear stress. The
normal stress could therefore be neglected and the stress state in the core was effectively
one of pure shear. The recent development of a yield criterion for metallic foams allows
the full multiaxial stress state to be considered when analyzing failure by core yield. The
use of such a criterion is especially important for metallic foam core sandwich beams, as
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the normal stresses are usually of the same order of magnitude as the shear stresses. The
ratio of shear to normal stress in the core of a sandwich beam subjected to three-point
bending is
2 t Ef (4.7)
o- L E,
For metallic foams, Ef/Ec is on the order of 102, while for practical beam designs, t/L is on
the order of 10-2. Thus, with the ratio of te / ac in the neighborhood of unity, a multiaxial
stress state in the core clearly must be accounted for. Therefore, the use of a yield
criterion is necessary when determining failure loads for the core yield failure mode.
In the core, the normal and shear stress can be expressed as
PL E
~- PL -- (2.28)B3btc E(
P
P (2.32)
'B 4 bc
Therefore, the stress state in the core, assuming plane strain conditions, can be written as:
c- 'r 0 PA B 0
a rc 0 0 =- B 0 0 (4.8)
-0 0 vo-c OL- 0 vA_
where
EI/E
A = (4.9)
B= (4.10)
B4(C
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This gives the equivalent stress and mean stress to be
Ae= P 2 (l- vV + V2 )+3B2  (4.11)bL
P 1+v
a- = A l(4.12)bL 3
As discussed in Chapter 3, the Miller and Deshpande-Fleck yield criteria both
show a good correspondence with multiaxial testing data for aluminum foams. Both will
be used as constitutive equations for determining core yield failure.
By substituting the above expressions for equivalent and mean stress (Eqns. 4.11
and 4.12) into the Miller yield criterion (Eqn. 2.8)
2
0e am___ +a'_a..
(c* c * o (c
one arrives at the following core yield failure load:
d -C2 + C2 2+ 4C,Pc, (Miller) = o-cbL " (4.13)
2 C,
where
C =a, 1+ v A2 (4.14)
C2 =2(1 +v)A+ A 2 v 2 -v +1)+ 3B2 (4.15)3
and y, a', and do are Miller yield surface parameters given in Chapter 2 (Eqns. 2.9, 2.10,
and 2.12). ac* is the uniaxial compressive strength of the foam.
Substituting the equivalent and mean stress expressions into the Deshpande-Fleck
constitutive equation (Eqn. 2.14)
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1 2+a2 2 2
gives the core yield failure load to be:
I 
- 1/2
PcY(DF) = abL+ (a/3) 2  {2 (4.16)
A2 1-v+v 2 )+3B 2 +a2A2 1+j
(3 )
The constant a is related to the plastic Poisson ratio as given by Eqn. 2.13.
4.5. Indentation failure
A fourth possible mode of failure is indentation -- a localized collapse of the foam
core under the midspan loading area. To obtain a failure equation for this mode, the
problem was first examined with a simple beam theory analysis. A parametric finite
element study was then employed to improve the accuracy of the equation further (Miller,
1999b).
For the beam theory analysis, the problem was simplified as shown in Fig. 4.1. At
the midspan, an indenter of width 2a pushes down on the beam. This action causes
plastic hinges to form in the top face at the edges of the indenter, so that the area of the
face under the indenter is depressed rigidly into the core. Sections on either side, to a
distance w from the center, undergo bending. Beneath this whole area of deformed face
sheet (length = 2w), a plastic zone exists in the core. Since the core is at its limit load in
the plastic zone, its effect is to apply a uniform traction along the bottom surface of the
deformed face sheet area at a value of the core's yield strength, 0yc. To find the load
necessary to cause such an indentation failure, one simply needs to examine the
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equilibrium equations for the problem. For the face sheet area under the indenter, the
applied load P is balanced by the reaction forces at the indenter edges, T, and the
supporting traction from the core, aye (Fig. 4.2a).
P = 2(T + a-,ab) (4.17)
where b is the width of the beam.
For the area of deformed face beyond the indenter (Fig. 4.2b), the supporting
traction is again present. In addition, along the inside edge exists a shear force T, and the
plastic limit moment of the face, My. Equilibrium of the forces and moments gives:
T = (w - a )o-,b (4.18)
M = '' (w-a)2  (4.19)
2
where
o-t 2
M = a Y(4.20)
y 4
Combining equations 4.17 through 4.20 gives the indentation failure load to be
PO = 2o-,cb t 2? +a (4.21)Y 20-
yc
The accuracy of this approximate failure equation (Eqn. 4.21) was improved by
the use of a parametric finite element study (Miller, 1999b). For the finite element
analysis, the problem was modelled as in Fig. 4.3. The face sheet was described as an
elastic-perfectly plastic material. The foam core material was modelled using the Miller
yield criterion (Eqn. 2.8) with constants corresponding to c = 1.3 MPa, at = 1.7 MPa,
and vpi =0. A series of finite element simulations was run where the important parameters
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were systematically varied. Table 4.1 lists the parameters that were varied and the range
of their values. While one parameter was being examined, all others were kept at their
base value. Figure 4.4 shows the resulting load-displacement curves from the study.
Each plot in the figure shows the results of varying one parameter while keeping the
others constant. As can be seen from plots a, b, g and h of the figure, the parameters L, c,
Ec, and Ef have minimal influence on the indentation failure load, as expected from Eqn.
4.21.
Since all of the load-displacement curves are of the same shape, this suggests that
they may be normalized so that they condense into a single curve. Load normalization
was achieved by dividing the load P by Eqn. 4.21. A normalization factor for the
displacement was determined by setting the work done by the indenter during the elastic
regime equal to the strain energy experienced by the core. The results of normalization
can be seen in Fig. 4.5, showing plots of normalized load P versus normalized
displacement 6. It is evident from the plots that the normalized critical failure load
(deviation from linear elasticity) is approximately P = 0.7. This finding modifies Eqn.
4.21 in the following way:
_P
P =0.7 =- (4.19)
P
P =0.7P (4.20)
Pnd =1 .4ycb t ' + a (4.21)
For the purposes of our study, Miller has looked at the effect of using the
Deshpande-Fleck constitutive equation to model the foam in the parametric finite element
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study, and has shown that the results are nearly identical to those obtained when the
Miller equation was used.
4.6 Failure mode maps
To summarize, Table 4.2 lists the failure load equations developed for the four
possible modes considered. To be better able to construct a failure mode map from the
failure equations, the equations are all normalized by a quantity bLo-y . The normalized
equations are listed in column 2 of Table 4.2. It is evident that the four normalized
failure equations depend on two beam-geometry parameters: (t/L and c/L), five material
property variables: (Ef, Ec*, ayf, aye, and vpi), one parameter relating to the loading
geometry: (a/L), and the two loading configuration constants B3 and B4. Failure mode
maps that depict just the influence of the beam geometry on failure mode are desired.
Therefore, for a particular map the material properties of the core and faces are specified
and constant. Also given for a particular map is the indenter size per unit beam length,
a/L, as well as the loading configuration constants B3 and B4. The failure mode map has
axes of t/L versus c/L, displaying the dominant failure mode for each possible beam
design. Boundaries between regions with differing dominant modes of failure are found
by equating the failure loads for pairs of modes.
A sample failure mode map is shown as Fig. 4.6. It is specific for beams
constructed with a typical metallic foam core (Ec* = 1.15 GPa, c* = 1.30 MPa, at* = 1.74
MPa, vpi = 0.024) and aluminum alloy faces (Ef = 69 GPa, acy = 263 MPa), and for beams
loaded in three point bending (B3 = 4, B4 = 2), with an a/L ratio of 0.05. Notice that for
beams made of these materials and subjected to this loading configuration, face yielding
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and face wrinkling are not, in theory, dominant failure modes from any practical beam
geometry. This is true in general for metallic foam core sandwich beams, as the core
stiffness is relatively higher than for cores made from polymer foams or honeycomb,
which can see face failure. In order for face yielding or wrinkling to occur, a metallic
foam core beam would have to have impractically thin faces.
Thus, only core yield and indentation remain as possible modes of failure for
metallic foam core sandwich beams. At low values of c/L, the core is relatively thin and
therefore the first to fail. As the core increases in size, it is able to handle more of the
load, and indentation becomes the dominant mode of failure. Consequently, the failure
mode map looks as it does in Fig. 4.6. Figures 4.7a - f show how the failure transition
line changes with variable ayc, ayf, Ec, Ef, vpi, and a/L. The values used for the plots are
listed in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.1 Material and geometric values used in parametric study of indentation failure
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Parameter Units Values Base Value
c mm 5, 10, 25, 50, 100 100
a mm 6, 12.5, 20, 100 12.5
t mm 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0 0.5
Tyo MPa 50, 100, 130, 180, 200 130
ayf MPa 1,2,5,10 1
Ef GPa 34, 68, 136 68
Ec GPa 0.575, 1.15 1.15
Table 4.2 Failure load equations and their normalized form
Face Yielding
Face Wrinkling
Core Yield
(Miller)
Core Yield
(Deshpande-
Fleck)
Failure Load
PF Y = B 3 0-yfb 
(
PFW =B3 C1 E !3 E' bt -9
P,, (Miller)
(DF) = cbL
O=ybL do C2 + C22 +4C,
2 C1
I
1 +-(a13 )2
A'(1 -v+v') +3B2 +a2
Indentation
Normalized Failure Load
i'FY=B3 a C t C
a Lyc (L L
PFW =BCE" E2n3>4C
Fe (M iller )=d C 2 + C 2 2 + 4 C2 C1
112
C (DF) =
A
I +(a 1 3) 2
2(-v +v2) +3B 2 +a2A
d 1 .4 + L
L 2u ye L
+v2
=1.A u c b t 2u y
0, FfcT
Eina
1/2
2 )
Table 4.3 Values of parameters used in Figure 4.7
Parameter Units Values Base Value
a/L 0.02, 0.09, 0.16, 0.23, 0.30 0.05
vpi 0.01, 0.15, 0.29, 0.43, 0.57 0.024
(yo MPa 1,2,3,4,5 1.3
ayf MPa 100, 300, 500, 700, 900 263
Ef GPa 30, 50, 70, 90, 110 68.5
Ec GPa 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 1.15
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Fig. 4.1 Model of sandwich beam indentation used to analyze failure
equation (after Miller, 1999a).
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Fig. 4.2 Free-body diagrams used for (a) face sheet area under indenter,
and (b) area of deformed face beyond indenter.
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Fig. 4.3 Model used for indentation failure finite element study (Miller, 1999b).
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Fig. 4.4 Load-deflection plots from finite element study of sandwich
panel indentation (Miller, 1999a)
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Fig. 4.5 Normalized load-deflection curves corresponding to the
plots in Fig. 4.4 (Miller, 1999a)
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Fig. 4.6 Sample failure mode map for sandwich beams in three-point
bending with metallic foam cores.
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Chapter 5. Flexural testing of sandwich beams
5.1. Introduction
This chapter presents an experimental program conducted to examine the failure
behavior of metallic foam core sandwich beams. Sandwich beams with Alporas foam
cores and aluminum alloy 606 1-T6 faces were tested in three-point bending. Comparison
between the failure mode maps developed in Chapter 4 and the observed failure modes
was made. The loads at which the beams deviated from linear elasticity were compared
with the loads given by the failure equations. Measured stiffness was also compared to
the theory.
5.2. Methods
Beam Design
A series of sandwich beams with Alporas aluminum foam cores and 606 1-T6
aluminum alloy faces were designed. A failure mode map was constructed using the
measured material properties shown in Table 5.1. The yield strength and Young's
modulus of the aluminum alloy face sheet material were obtained from a tensile test of a
dogbone shaped specimen on an Instron loading machine (Model 4201, Canton, MA)
(Bart-Smith, 1998). Yield strength was taken as the stress at 0.2% offset strain. For the
Alporas foam, compressive and tensile yield strengths were taken from data obtained in
triaxial testing. Young's modulus was acquired from tests of cubic specimens loaded in
compression on an Instron machine. The unloading modulus was used. The value for the
normalized indenter half width (a/L) was chosen to be 0.05. It was readily seen from the
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failure mode maps that an indenter of this size allowed for designs of practical
dimensions that covered each possible failure mode. The resulting failure mode map,
specific for this data and three point bending, can be seen as Fig. 5.1.
The parameters t/L (face thickness per unit length) and c/L (core thickness per
unit length) were varied for each beam design so that some were expected to fail by
indentation and some by core yielding. Face wrinkling and face yielding were not
possible failure modes for feasible beam geometries. The bond between face and core
was assumed to be perfect, so no debonding failures were predicted.
It has been shown that a foam thickness of 6 cell diameters or larger is necessary
to avoid the possibility of size effects playing a role in specimen strength and stiffness
(Andrews, et al., 1999b). The Alporas foam used had an average cell diameter of about
4.5 mm. For that reason, all beams were designed to have a core thickness of at least 25
mm. The width for all beams was designed to equal the thickness of the core, to avoid
anticlastic bending.
A total of 13 different beam geometries were designed. The dimensions for each
are listed in Table 5.2. Their locations on the failure mode map are depicted in Fig. 5.1.
Three beams for each design point were constructed and tested, for a total of 39 tests.
Beam manufacture
For the construction of test specimens, sections of face sheet and core material
were first cut to make plates large enough to produce several beams. In preparing the
faces for bonding, the aluminum sections were abraded with a nylon scrub pad to increase
the bonding surface area. They were then wiped with methanol to remove any grease.
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To de-grease the Alporas cores in preparation for bonding, sections were washed
in three separate solutions and allowed to dry for 24 hours between each washing. The
three solutions, in order, were: methyl ethyl ketone (MEK), acetone, and isopropyl
alcohol. Each subsequent washing left less residue on the core sections.
The structural adhesive FM300 (Cytec Industries, West Paterson, NJ) was used to
bond the plates. To cure the adhesive, the plates were placed in an autoclave at 350* C
and 20 psi pressure for 50 minutes. During the cure, specimens were sealed tight with
vacuum bagging, but no vacuum was applied. The cores were oriented in the plates such
that the direction of casting of the foam during production was parallel to the width of the
sandwich.
Once the sandwich plates were bonded, beams were cut from them to the desired
dimensions using a band saw.
Testing
The testing procedure followed ASTM standard C393-94 (1995). Three steel
loading fixtures, of appropriate size (width = 2a), were first attached to each test
specimen at the points at which the loading would be applied. The fixtures were attached
with a quick-drying, all-purpose adhesive (Duco Cement, Devcon, Wood Dale, IL). The
specimen was then placed in a three-point bending jig mounted on an Instron loading
frame (Model 4201, Canton, MA), as illustrated in Fig. 5.2.
Load was applied at a constant rate of 1.5 mm/min and measured with a 5 kN load
cell. At several times prior to failure, the beam was unloaded to obtain stiffness data.
Deflection of the top and bottom of the midspan were tracked with two LVDT's (Models
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0241 and 0244, TransTek, Ellington, CT). Both top and bottom deflections were
measured to allow indentation failure to be detected. Load and deflection data were
recorded on a PC using the software package Labview (National Instruments, Austin,
TX), at a sampling rate of 4 per second. A digital camera (TM-1001-02 Pulnix,
Sunnyvale, CA) was employed to record a series of images during the test, at a rate of 1
every 30 seconds.
5.3. Results
Stiffness
Stiffness was taken as the average slope of the load versus displacement for all
unloadings performed in a test. The average measured stiffness as well as the calculated
expected stiffness for each beam design is listed in Table 5.3. The expected stiffness was
calculated using the entire form of the flexural rigidity (Eqn. 2.17) and shear rigidity
(Eqn. 2.19), and mean values of the measured beam dimensions. For all but three beam
designs, the difference between the average measured stiffness and the theory was less
than 15%. For designs 5, 6, and 10, the beams were significantly stiffer than predicted.
Failure Mode
The failure mode observed for each test is listed in Table 5.4. Also listed are the
calculated loads for each failure mode. The failure mode with the lowest load is
dominant, and is expected to be seen. The Miller criterion was used in Table 5.4a, while
Table 5.4b used the Deshpande-Fleck criterion. All beams tested failed by one of three
modes: core yield, indentation, or unexpectedly, face wrinkling. Most specimens failed
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by core yield and indentation as predicted. The only discrepancies to the Miller
predictions were three beams that failed by face wrinkling and three that failed by
indentation, all when core yield was expected. When using the Deshpande-Fleck
criterion, three additional core yield predictions failed by indentation. Typical load-
displacement curves for each failure mode are shown in Fig. 5.3.
The core yield load-displacement curve can be characterized by an initial linear
region, after which the slope of the curve begins to decrease as the yielding commences.
Following this, there is a sharp decline in the load, corresponding to the formation of a
crack in the cell walls of the foam core. Overall failure appeared as a large crack in the
foam core, usually diagonally oriented at an angle of about 45 degrees, although in a
couple of tests it ran nearly parallel to the faces.
The indentation failure load-displacement curve also starts out linearly. The load
then hits a plateau during which the middle loading fixture locally crushes the midspan of
the sandwich beam. During this plateau, the displacement of the top face at the midspan,
as measured by the upper LVDT, increases at a greater rate than the displacement of the
bottom face, as measured by the lower LVDT.
The load-displacement curve of a specimen which failed by face wrinkling closely
resembles that for a failure by core yield. The sudden drop in the load corresponds to the
wrinkling of the top face. In one face wrinkling failure, the top face near the midspan
wrinkled downward into the core. In the two others that occurred, the top face wrinkled
down somewhat, but also separated from the core and formed an upward wrinkle.
A sequence of images detailing the progression of failure for each mode are
shown in Fig. 5.4. The location of each image on its load-displacement curve (Fig. 5.3) is
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indicated. For most tests, the mode of failure was obvious. However, for two, namely
the first two tests of design 8, examination of the specimens after testing showed
evidence of both indentation and core yielding. By referring to the sequence of images
taken during testing, and examining the load-indentation depth plots, it was determined
for both that indentation was the initial mode of failure. Typical plots of load versus
indentation depth are shown in Fig. 5.5. Indentation depth was calculated by subtracting
the displacement measured by the lower LVDT from the displacement measured by the
upper LVDT. Note that for the core yield and face wrinkling plots (Figs. 5.5a and 5.5c),
the difference in displacements measured from the two LVDT's remains near zero
throughout the test. From the plot for the indentation failure test (Fig. 5.5b), it is easy to
see the change in thickness that occurs at the beam's midspan.
The failure mode results are presented on a failure mode map in Fig. 5.6.
Strength
The failure load for each test was taken as the load corresponding to the first
deviation from linearity on the load-displacement curve. The deviation from linearity
was found by plotting the load divided by the deflection versus the deflection. The plot
exhibited a peak, which corresponded to the end of the linear-elastic behavior of the
beam. The measured failure loads for each test are listed in Table 5.5. Table 5.5a
compares results to Miller theory, Table 5.5b to the Deshpande-Fleck theory.
5.4 Discussion
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Stiffness measurements, for the most part, compare favorably with the theoretical
predictions: out of thirteen designs, ten had average measured stiffnesses within 15% of
the theory; nine were within 10%. For the three designs showing the greatest
discrepancy, beams were stiffer than expected. Overall, the same was true for 10 out of
13 designs. This is surprising due to the fact that compliance of the loading apparatus
usually results in experimentally observed stiffness that is lower than predicted by theory.
In fact, the compliance of the Instron loading frame used for testing was measured and
found to be significant compared to the observed sandwich beams compliance. The
frame stiffness was measured to be 15,500 kN/m (Andrews, 1999). Using this, the
measured stiffness for each sandwich beam was corrected to account for machine
compliance, the results of which can be found in Table 5.6. These corrected values are a
poor match to those expected-all are at least 10% stiffer than predicted by the theory
(Eqn. 2.22). Only one assumption was made in the theory used here: the bending of a
sandwich beam was applied by point loading. In actuality, loading was applied in three
places by rectangular steel blocks. Point loading allows more deflection than the actual
distributed loading, resulting in predicted stiffnesses that are too low. The calculation
assuming point loading can be viewed as a lower bound on predicted stiffness. An upper
bound is found as follows. The rigid loading blocks were of width equal to 2a, where a
was set at L20, and were bonded to the faces of the beam. Thus, we can assume that 1/5
of the beam's span length was prevented from bending. This had the same effect as
shortening the span length, which results in higher stiffness. By viewing Table 5.3, one
can see a trend. For designs with identical b, c, and t dimensions, increasing span length
results in measured stiffnesses that are increasingly greater than predicted. (For instance,
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designs 3, 4, 5, and 6 have identical b, c, and t, but progressively larger L and %
differences.) Since the theoretical expression for sandwich beam stiffness (Eqn. 2.22) has
a term with an inverse cubed dependence on L, such a trend can be expected when the
span length is effectively shortened by 20%. The upper bound is found by using L'=0.8L
in Eqn. 2.22. The results are listed in Table 5.6. All measured stiffnesses, corrected for
machine compliance, are within the lower and upper bounds, except for design 3, which
is less than 15% stiffer than the upper bound.
The Miller yield criterion out-performed the Deshpande-Fleck in this sandwich
beam study. The Miller criterion correctly forecast more beams' failure modes, and more
accurately predicted failure strengths (Table 5.5). Therefore, in the discussion that
follows, the results will only be compared to the Miller criterion.
Most sandwich beams failed by the mode predicted by the failure mode map.
However, two beams of design 2 and one of design 5 failed by indentation when core
yield was expected. Several factors may have caused this inconsistency. In deriving the
failure equations for core yield, the approximated form of the equivalent flexural rigidity
was used to greatly simplify calculations. The approximated form will always have a
lesser value than the exact form. ( For design 2: (EI)eq(approx)=l05 2 N*m2,
(EI)eq(exact)=13 14 N*m 2; for design 5: (EI)eq(approx)= 7 8 1 N*m 2, (EI)eq(exact)=90 7 N*m 2.)
Accordingly, the normal and shear stresses of the core that were used in the constitutive
law were high, resulting in a core yield failure equation that predicted strengths lower
than if the approximations weren't taken. In the indentation derivation, no such
approximations were taken. Therefore, the transition line in the failure mode map (Fig.
5.1) should be lower than it is, bringing designs 2 and 5 closer to the indentation field.
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The failure mode map can't be drawn using (EI)eq(exact) , because the transition line's
simple relationship with t/L and c/L is lost. The failure loads can be calculated however.
Table 5.7 lists the Miller core yield failure loads using both forms of (EI)eg. The
indentation and face wrinkling failure loads are listed for comparison. The dominant
failure mode stays the same as before for all designs. Still, the indentation limit loads for
designs 2 and 5 are significantly closer to the core yield loads when (EI)eq(exact) is used
(about 23% and 15% closer respectively). Another factor could be variability of the
Young's modulus of the core (Ec*). The modulus of the Alporas metallic foam can
exhibit significant fluctuations from sample to sample due to the possibility of defects
such as abnormally large cells, missing cell walls, etc. Uniaxial measurements on cubic
specimens have shown a standard deviation of 0.13 GPa, or about 12% (Andrews et
al.,1999a). A decrease in Ec causes the transition line in the failure mode map to shift
down (Fig. 4.7c). Figure 5.7 shows the effect of a percentage drop in Ec on the transition
line. Design points 2 and 5 are indicated. At a 30% drop in Ec, design 2 is in the
indentation field; at 40%, design 5 is as well. Thus, defects in the foam core could have
contributed to the observed indentation failures in designs 2 and 5. Table 5.8 combines
the factors discussed above, calculating the failure loads using (EI)eq(exact) and a drop in
Ec. With the exact form of the equivalent flexural rigidity in use, design 2 sees
indentation as the dominant mode if Ee is 20% lower than average. Design 5 sees
indentation if Ec is 35% lower than the average value.
Three other mode inconsistencies were observed: one beam of design 2 and two of
design 6 failed by face wrinkling. Core yield was expected for all. In deriving the face
wrinkling limit load, it was assumed that the faces are axially loaded and remain perfectly
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straight until the compressive stress reaches a critical value, at which buckling occurs. In
actuality, the sandwich beam was flexurally loaded and the faces had some degree of
initial irregularity. These caused bending to occur, which would significantly reduce the
wrinkling strength of the sandwich beam. It has been reported that initial irregularities of
the faces alone drops the wrinkling strength by approximately 20% (Zenkert, 1995).
Elastic bending deflection of the beam due to flexural loading would cause an ever
greater drop, the magnitude of which is unknown. For the three sandwich beams that
failed by face wrinkling, the measured strengths were 54%, 61%, and 63% lower than
their theoretical wrinkling strength. It is possible that the observed face wrinkling
failures can be explained by initial irregularity and non-axial loading of the faces.
Additionally, it is conceivable that for the beams which failed by face wrinkling, a defect
in the bond existed between the core and top face. This would allow face wrinkling to
occur at loads much lower than predicted. Two of the three face wrinkling failures
wrinkled outward, where the face separated from the core. It is hard to know whether the
face wrinkling caused debonding, or whether debonding caused the face to wrinkle.
Correspondence of the measured failure strengths to the theory was mixed.
Overall, eight out of thirteen designs showed less than a 10% difference (Table 5.5a).
Only two out of five indentation designs had lower than a 10% difference. Variable core
uniaxial strength due to foam defects could account for some of the error. The uniaxial
strengths used in the failure equations were taken from a single compressive test and a
single tensile test of cylindrical specimens. Obviously, the use of a single data point for
each could introduce some inaccuracies. Andrews et al. (1999a) tested four cubic
specimens for each and found: ac* = 1.84 MPa, at* = 1.44 MPa. The indentation failure
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loads using these values are compared to the results of designs 1 and 3, which had the
largest error, in Table 5.9. Both are now within 15% of the theory. Clearly, variation in
core uniaxial strength could cause the error seen in indentation strength. For the core
yield designs, six out of eight had measured strengths within 10% of the predicted. Some
of the error can be attributed to reasons that were stated before: use of the approximated
form of (EI)eg, and variable Ec due to foam irregularities. Variation in aye could
contribute to error here as well.
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Table 5.1 Measured material properties of Alporas foam core and aluminum 6061-T6 faces
Alporas Aluminum 6061 -T6
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ocY
7t
E
G
(MPa)
(MPa)
VP'
(GPa)
(GPa)
1.30 ---
1.74 263
0.024 ---
1.15 68.5
0.350 ---
Table 5.2 Sandwich Beam Designs
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Failure Beam dimensions (mm) Ratios
Design mode
Point expected b c t L c/L t/L
1 IND 40 40 0.5 175 0.2286 0.0029
2 CY 40 40 0.5 292 0.1370 0.0017
3 IND 30 30 0.79 132 0.2273 0.0060
4 IND 30 30 0.79 185 0.1622 0.0043
5 CY 30 30 0.79 300 0.1000 0.0026
6 CY 30 30 0.79 401 0.0748 0.0020
7 IND 25 25 1.24 125 0.2000 0.0099
8 IND 25 25 1.24 158 0.1582 0.0078
9 CY 25 25 1.24 250 0.1000 0.0050
10 CY 25 25 1.24 396 0.0631 0.0031
11 CY 25 25 1.96 182 0.1374 0.0108
12 CY 25 25 1.96 352 0.0710 0.0056
13 CY 25 25 3.98 397 0.0630 0.0100
Table 5.3 Measured and calculated sandwich beam stiffnesses
Average Average
Beam dimensions (mm) measured calculated
Design P/8 Standard P/8 %
Point b c t L (kN/m) deviation (kN/m) difference
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
40
40
30
30
30
30
25
25
25
25
25
25
40
40
30
30
30
30
25
25
25
25
25
25
0.5
0.5
0.79
0.79
0.79
0.79
1.24
1.24
1.24
1.24
1.96
1.96
175
292
132
185
300
401
125
158
250
396
182
352
25 25 3.98 397
5546.3
2000.1
6345.8
3700.2
1454.6
677.2
4648.3
3777.0
1666.9
649.9
3718.6
1002.0
1326.6
999.1
224.7
1166.4
419.1
54.2
75.4
808.0
855.3
194.3
80.6
277.2
104.9
57.7
5669.4
1877.8
6550.3
3518.0
1241.0
554.5
5311.3
3766.8
1530.0
510.6
3690.3
958.9
1287.0
£ .1 I
-2.17
6.51
-3.12
5.18
17.21
22.14
-12.48
0.27
8.95
27.29
0.77
4.49
3.07
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Table 5.4a Failure mode results compared to the Miller yield criterion
Expected Failure Mode Observed Failure Mode
Core Yield Indentation Face Wrinkle
Expected Expected Expected
Design failure failure failure dominant test 1 test 2 test 3
Point load (kN) load (kN) load (kN) mode fail. mode fail. mode fail. mode
1.077
1.496
0.886
0.967
1.238
1.663
0.818
0.847
1.046
1.419
1.288
1.736
2.623
4.095
2.664
5.593
3.737
2.220
1.686
5.557
4.037
2.552
1.772
6.032
3.119
5.615
IND
CY
IND
IND
CY
CY
IND
IND
CY
CY
CY
CY
CY
IND
IND
IND
IND
CY
FW
IND
IND
CY
CY
CY
CY
CY
IND
IND
IND
IND
CY
FW
IND
IND
CY
CY
CY
CY
CY
IND
FW
IND
IND
IND
CY
IND
IND
CY
CY
CY
CY
CY
d & A A A _______________________________
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
1.571
1.089
1.566
1.239
0.847
0.680
1.086
0.946
0.791
0.651
1.101
0.910
1.088
Table 5.4b Failure mode results compared to the Deshpande-Fleck yield criterion
Expected Failure Mode Observed Failure Mode
Core Yield Indentation Face Wrinkle
Expected Expected Expected
Design failure failure failure dominant test 1 test 2 test 3
Point load (kN) load (kN) load (kN) mode fail. mode fail. mode fail. mode
1.077
1.496
0.886
0.967
1.238
1.663
0.818
0.847
1.046
1.419
1.288
1.736
2.623
4.095
2.664
5.593
3.737
2.220
1.686
5.557
4.037
2.552
1.772
6.032
3.119
5.615
IND
CY
IND
IND
CY
CY
IND
CY
CY
CY
CY
CY
CY
IND
IND
IND
IND
CY
FW
IND
IND
CY
CY
CY
CY
CY
IND
IND
IND
IND
CY
FW
IND
IND
CY
CY
CY
CY
CY
IND
FW
IND
IND
IND
CY
IND
IND
CY
CY
CY
CY
CY
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
1.198
0.821
1.252
0.968
0.646
0.514
0.903
0.772
0.624
0.500
0.921
0.724
0.906
Table 5.5a Sandwich beam strength results-- compared to Miller failure theory
Design Expected Failure Observed Failure Load/Mode (kN)
Point Load/Mode (kN) test 1 test2 test3 AVE % diff
1 1.077
IND
1.089
CY
0.886
IND
0.967
IND
0.847
CY
0.680
CY
0.818
IND
0.847
IND
0.791
CY
0.651
CY
1.101
CY
0.910
CY
1.088
CY
1.593
IND
1.184
IND
1.245
IND
1.157
IND
0.855
CY
0.657
FW
0.737
IND
0.632
IND
0.824
CY
0.677
CY
1.220
CY
0.898
CY
0.635
CY
1.686
IND
1.109
IND
1.209
IND
0.789
IND
0.697
CY
0.624
FW
0.684
IND
0.516
IND
0.698
CY
0.642
CY
0.699
CY
0.877
CY
0.714
CY
1.553
IND
1.232
FW
1.485
IND
0.969
IND
0.880
IND
0.700
CY
1.019
IND
0.977
IND
0.697
CY
0.508
CY
0.756
CY
0.873
CY
0.652
CY
1.611
1.175
1.313
0.972
0.811
0.660
0.813
0.708
0.740
0.609
0.892
0.883
0.667
49.55
7.90
48.19
0.48
-4.29
-2.89
-0.57
-16.37
-6.49
-6.45
-19.01
-3.00
-38.69
________ a & ________________________________________ £
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Table 5.5b Sandwich beam strength results-- compared to Deshpande-Fleck failure theory
[ Design Expected Failure Observed Failure Load/Mode (kN)
Point Load/Mode (kN) test 1 test2 test3 AVE % diff
1 1.077
IND
0.821
CY
0.886
IND
0.967
IND
0.646
CY
0.514
CY
0.818
IND
0.772
CY
0.624
CY
0.500
CY
0.921
CY
0.724
CY
0.906
CY
1.593
IND
1.184
IND
1.245
IND
1.157
IND
0.855
CY
0.657
FW
0.737
IND
0.632
IND
0.824
CY
0.677
CY
1.220
CY
0.898
CY
0.635
CY
1.686
IND
1.109
IND
1.209
IND
0.789
IND
0.697
CY
0.624
FW
0.684
IND
0.516
ND
0.698
CY
0.642
CY
0.699
CY
0.877
CY
0.714
CY
1.553
IND
1.232
FW
1.485
IND
0.969
IND
0.880
IND
0.700
CY
1.019
IND
0.977
IND
0.697
CY
0.508
CY
0.756
CY
0.873
CY
0.652
CY
1.611
1.175
1.313
0.972
0.811
0.660
0.813
0.708
0.740
0.609
0.892
0.883
0.667
49.55
43.12
48.19
0.48
25.49
28.47
-0.57
-8.25
18.54
21.80
-3.18
21.92
-26.38
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Table 5.6 Corrections to sandwich beam stiffness data
measured
P/5 lower bound upper bound
Average corrected for calculated calculated
measured machine P/6 P/8
Design P/8 compliance for point loads for L'=0.8L
Point (kN/m) (kN/m) (kN/m) (kN/m)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
5546.3
2000.1
6345.8
3700.2
1454.6
677.2
4648.3
3777.0
1666.9
649.9
3718.6
1002.0
1326.6
8636.7
2296.4
10744.9
4860.6
1605.2
708.1
6639.5
4993.9
1867.8
678.3
4892.3
1071.3
1450.7
5669.4
1877.8
6550.3
3518.0
1241.0
554.5
5311.3
3766.8
1530.0
510.6
3690.3
958.9
1287.0
8780.7
3219.8
9404.8
5424.4
2109.2
991.8
7414.2
5468.2
2452.0
894.4
5284.4
1579.5
2020.7
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Table 5.7 Miller core yield limit loads using (EI)eq(exact)
using (EI)eq(approx) using (EI)eq(exact)
Core Yield Core Yield Indentation Face Wrinkle
Expected Expected Expected Expected
Design failure failure failure failure dominant
Point load (kN) load (kN) load (kN) load (kN) mode
1.571
1.089
1.566
1.239
0.847
0.680
1.086
0.946
0.791
0.651
1.101
0.910
1.088
1.814
1.307
1.629
1.330
0.941
0.770
1.136
1.003
0.863
0.728
1.193
1.021
1.299
1.077
1.496
0.886
0.967
1.238
1.663
0.818
0.847
1.046
1.419
1.288
1.736
2.623
4.095
2.664
5.593
3.737
2.220
1.686
5.557
4.037
2.552
1.772
6.032
3.119
5.615
I. I L
IND
CY
IND
IND
CY
CY
IND
IND
CY
CY
CY
CY
CY
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
Table 5.8 Miller core yield limit loads using (EI)eq(exact) and lowered E,
Ec 20% lower than average Ec 35% lower than average
Core Yield Core Yield Indentation Face Wrinkle
Expected Expected Expected Expected
Design failure failure failure failure
Point load (kN) load (kN) load (kN) load (kN)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
2.054
1.525
1.735
1.464
1.084
0.910
1.169
1.048
0.940
0.833
1.221
1.099
1.329
2.280
1.750
1.813
1.573
1.248
1.053
1.189
1.077
0.999
0.926
1.237
1.155
1.347
A & I
1.077
1.496
0.886
0.967
1.238
1.663
0.818
0.847
1.046
1.419
1.288
1.736
2.623
4.095
2.664
5.593
3.737
2.220
1.686
5.557
4.037
2.552
1.772
6.032
3.119
5.615
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Table 5.9 Effect of variation in core uniaxial strength on indentation failure strength
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Observed
Design failure Expected Failure Expected Failure
Point load (kN) Load (kN) % difference Load (kN) % difference
1 1.611 1.077 49.6 1.440 11.8
3 1.313 0.886 48.2 1.152 14.0
using a,=1.84 MPa, ayt=1.44 MPausing arc=1-30 MPa, ayt=1.74 MPa
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Fig. 5.1 Failure mode map showing designs of tested sandwich beams
with Alporas foam cores and aluminum 6061-T6 faces.
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Fig. 5.2 Experimental set-up for three-point bending of sandwich beams.
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Fig. 5.3a Typical force-displacement plot for specimen that failed by core yielding.
Points (i), (ii), and (iii) correspond to images in Fig. 5.4a.
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Fig. 5.3b Typical force-displacement plot for specimen that failed by indentation.
Points (i), (ii), and (iii) correspond to images in Fig. 5.4b.
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Fig. 5.3c Typical force-displacement plot for specimen that failed by face wrinkling.
Points (i), (ii), and (iii) correspond to images in Fig. 5.4c.
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Fig. 5.4a Progression of failure by core yielding.
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Indentation
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Fig. 5.4b Progression of failure by indentation.
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Fig. 5.4c Progression of failure by face wrinkling.
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Fig. 5.5a Typical force versus indentation depth plot for a specimen
that failed by core yield.
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Fig. 5.5b Typical force versus indentation depth plot for a specimen
that failed by indentation.
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Fig. 5.5c Typical force versus indentation depth plot for a specimen
that failed by face wrinkling.
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Fig. 5.6 Observed failure modes of tested sandwich beams
with Alporas foam cores and aluminum 6061-T6 faces.
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Fig. 5.7 Shift in failure transition line resulting from variability of
core's modulus.
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Chapter 6. Conclusions
6.1 General
Metallic foams differ from polymer foams in that they have a much larger
Young's modulus. This requires the consideration of the full multiaxial stress state in a
sandwich beam core when analyzing core yield and indentation failure modes.
Three proposed yield surfaces for metallic foams were compared to multiaxial test
data. The GAZT criterion, derived from an analysis of the ideal open cell foam,
overpredicts the hydrostatic strength. The Miller and Deshpande-Fleck criteria were
developed empirically, but have since been shown to be related to the GAZT criterion,
accounting for cell wall curvature. Both satisfactorily describe the yield envelope for the
metallic foams tested.
Four modes of sandwich beam failure were considered: face yielding, face
wrinkling, core yield, and indentation. For the metallic foam and face sheet material used
here, face yielding and face wrinkling are not, theoretically, dominant modes of failure for
practical beam designs. Failure mode maps were constructed showing the expected
failure mode for all designs of sandwich beams with a particular set of component
materials and loading configuration.
Flexural tests of metallic foam core sandwich beams produced results that
compared favorably with the failure theory. Most of the error between the measured
results and the expected can be attributed to theoretical approximations and variability of
the core's modulus and strength due to foam inhomogeneities. The Miller yield theory
gave significantly better predictions to the failure mode and strength, compared to the
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Deshpande-Fleck criterion. Some face wrinkling failures appeared when none were
predicted. This suggests that the face wrinkling theory over-estimates the wrinkling
strength of metallic foam core sandwich beams. Debonding was not analyzed, and not
found to be significant experimentally.
6.2 Suggestions for future study
Additional data for multiaxial testing of metallic foams would improve confidence in the
yield surface, especially in the tensile quadrants.
Based on the data from multiaxial and sandwich beam flexural testing, adjustments could
be made to the Miller and Deshpande-Fleck constitutive equations, to improve their
accuracy for practical use.
Derivation by Miller (1999b) suggests a mechanistic constitutive equation for metallic
foams similar to the Deshpande-Fleck but with an additional linear mean stress term
(Eqn. 3.8). This could be developed and compared to the multiaxial data.
The model used in the face wrinkling failure analysis made assumptions that are quite
different from the real case. Although complicated, the model could be modified to
include initial irregularities in the shape of the faces and the bending moments that are
created.
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The failure equations and mode maps described here can be applied in optimization
design of metallic foam core sandwich beams.
One of the qualities that makes metallic foams attractive core material candidates is the
ease with which they may be formed into complex shapes. The simple beam geometry
used in this study can be used as a precursor for design of more complicated geometries.
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Appendix
The following is the calculation used to determine the load carrying capabilities of
the steel shim used in the triaxial tests. The shim was applied to a sample as two partially
overlapping layers that could slide over one another (Fig. A. 1). However, once the
sample was loaded to relatively low pressures (-0.2 MPa), the shim dimpled into the
outer pore spaces of the foam and became mechanically interlocked.
Symbols:
F = force
8 = deformation
A = area
L = length
E = Young's modulus
Subscripts:
t denotes total
f denotes foam
s denotes shim
F=Ff+F ; =9f= ,
FL F LS ==3 = "
AfEf AE,
Ff AsEFsAEI
(A.1)
Need to find E,, the Young's modulus of the dimpled shim:
AE A E
' L ' L '
E-- F A, E, L
L, L A,
-measure F/6 from test on clamped waisted cylinder with shim * F/S(meas)= 4.103 MPa
-measure Ef from test on clamped waisted cylinder without shim + Ef(meas)= 534.3 MPa
-data for waisted cylinders:
Af = 3.104*10-4 m 2 ; As= 3.221*10-6 m 2 ; L = 0.0508 m
Therefore, using Eqn. A.2,
=l 1.322*10u Pa
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(A.2)
For the Duocel triaxial specimens, Af= 5.1*10-4 M2 ; As= 4.074*10-6 M2 ; Ef= 534.3
MPa.
Substituting into Eqn. A. 1 gives
' 1.1977
Ff about 16% lower than Ft *
For the Alporas triaxial specimens, Af= 8.5* 10-4 M2 ; As= 5.268*10-6 m2 ; Ef= 932 MPa.
Substituting into Eqn. A. 1 gives
Ff =10
1.0879
Ff about 8% lower than Ft *
* Ft was the load measured in the triaxial experiments
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Top shim layer
Platen
Platen
Bottom shim layer
Fig. A.1 Schematic showing application of steel shim to foam triaxial specimen
as two partially overlapping layers. At low pressures, layers could
slide freely over one another. At higher pressures, shim embedded
into outer pore spaces of the foam. (not to scale: shim was thinner
compared to foam and closer fitting)
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